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PUBLISHER ’S PREFACE

Anyone who has studied the work of W. D. Gann for an extended time, particularly

on the deeper levels and through the inside teachings, will have become aware that

there are a number of quite different approaches to the study of Gann Theory. The

most exote ric approach looks at his more obvious technical analysis books and tools,

such as his 1/8 th divisions, Gann Angles, swing trading systems, and the like, and

perhaps delves a bit into some basic cycle theories.

As the student advances, he begins to explor e more advanced scientific and esoteric

concepts, like astronomical theory and its potential influence upon human trends and

events, crossing over into esoteric theories of astrological and numerological

prognostication of future events, or what is more co mmonly called forecasting. As

one pushes into these more esoteric theories, only then does one begin to discover

the greater genius that was Gann.

For it is not until one begins to penetrate the veils of Gann’s pedagogical style, that

one is able to enter into the deepest thinking and theories of this most mysterious

of market traders and esoteric scientists. Gann, coming from the Ancient

Traditionalist school of esoteric thought, was one who believed in the preservation

of the secrecy of the Great Mysterie s of Nature.

Gann was initiated into the secret traditions of esoteric science that possess an

insight which penetrates far deeper than the impotent scientism and

pseudointellectualism of the materialistic Quacademia (a wonderful and appropriate

term coin ed by radical Egyptologist, John Anthony West) of today.

Gann respected and protected this Sacred Tradition, and refused to ever openly

reveal, or clearly lay out his deepest ideas, let alone the entire framework of his

Theory the way a modern scientific thinker or scholar would do. Instead he

communicated his knowledge primarily in two primary ways.

The first was through applied technique, punctuated by brief, summarized teachings,

cryptic texts, and complex rules to follow. Those who know Gann’s most ser ious

works, his private courses, know that few of them ran longer than 40 pages, and
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most ran from 3 to 10 pages. These small courses were then combined into different

sets to produce what are now called his “Master Courses”, though there were many

version s of these compilations that Gann produced. Each of these courses generally

presented one specific technique or set of conjoined tools, or it would address a

particular market, providing a suite of tools and analyses to use on that market.

Gann also wrote a series of excellent financial market books mostly focused on

technical analysis and trading rules and strategy. These present his more exoteric

ideas, but also subtly weave in some of the deeper themes and principles as well,

always leaving a breadcrumb trail of clues for the obsessive seeker. But these

technical tools and applications have always provided a road for the engineer, trader

or scientific type to work with logical mathematical systems and tools, which could

be reverse engineered from Gann’s charts or cryptic explanations in an attempt to

recreate Gann’s technology.

The Baumring School is a good example of the approach through the reverse

engineering of the scientific system of the Law of Vibration. It studies the

foundational sciences of Gann ’s day, then interprets Gann’s tools, forecasts, charts,

models and writings as hints towards a larger mathematical, geometrical,

astronomical system, the entire mechanics of which is attempted to be worked out,

from cause to effect.

The second approach i s almost diametrically opposed to the first. In this school, it

is clearly understood that Gann intentionally and methodically veiled and encoded his

greatest secrets into some of his specific Key works, using a symbolic system of

references, or actual cry ptology itself.

To do so, Gann used astronomical, astrological, cryptological, numerological,

Kabalistic and Masonic techniques and codes to veil and hide his secrets in his two

strangest books, The Tunnel Thru the Air , a seemingly sappy romance novel, based

upon a 1920’s sci - fi world war theme, and The Magic Word, an otherwise

uninteresting collection of Bible quotes on health, life and the like, illustrated with

a handful of symbolic illustrations.

It has become unde rstood after a century of people exploring Gann’s work that these

codes DO exist in his texts, and with the advent of the Internet, there developed a
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new interest in decoding these works within some online collaborations. A few serious

groups developed ove r the years, taking the study to a higher level than had generally

been accomplished before this time.

People may remember or have heard of early groups in the late ‘90s, like the Tunnel

Lodge, which the respected Gann researcher, Allan Blakstad, was a co re member of,

or others like the one Petter Amundsen developed, before continuing on to decode

other types of works. The author, Robert Rundle was one of the early comers to this

work, so has had the good fortune to do Tunnel research with some of the best minds

and experts in the field.

Main stream thinkers and scholars would be shocked to learn that one of the

greatest thinkers in a related field, let’s call it Economics or Finance, would work

incredibly hard to make his work as impenetrable to the common thinker and reader

as possible. Quacademia, itself, has no actual category or field of study for

“forecasting and trading the financial markets”.

The reason for this is that Quacademia and the scientific and economic communities

in general consider all m arket movements to be random and unpredictable. So how

can they have a class or program on what they acknowledge they have total ignorance

of? Obviously, they cannot, which explains why there are NO courses on market

trading or forecasting in ANY universit y in the world.

This helps to explain why Gann, probably the greatest expert in this field the world

has known, refused to share his ideas and insights with anyone that did not “prove

themselves worthy” to obtain them. Such proving required a combination o f

extraordinary efforts at study to an unusual level of scholarship within abstract

fields that most people have never heard of, let alone mastered.

These fields range from chemistry, to astronomy, Biblical knowledge, to familiarity

with the mathematics, geometry and sciences of Ancient Civilizations from Babylon,

to Egypt, to India, Israel and more… It requires the mastery of secret systems of

coding and symbolic representation, like Kabalah, astrology, Alchemy, and

numerology.

This wisdom rests upon obs cure principles and systems arising out of the

Pythagorean Quadrivium, tracing its roots back to the Ancient Egyptian Temple,
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where Pythagoras studied for 22 years, and to ancient India, where Gann’s obscure

calculators, like the Square of Nine, originate.

And not only does it require a mastery of these esoteric subjects, but it further

requires a particular type of mind that has an obsession for details, almost like an

OCD for intellectual clues, trails, threads and leads of ANY kind in ANY place,

combined with a knack for solving complex, multi - dimensional puzzles.

It requires a massive effort to learn to be able just to find and recognizing the

clues, let alone to read and interpret them. But when this interpretation is done, it

reveals a secondary line of content, or perhaps more of a system knowledge, that is

woven as a sub - template to the overriding text.

This decoding process leads to a specific kind of information relating to cyclical

phenomena, including special cycle lengths, start and end dates, phasing, and so much

more. Through symbolic decoding, these seekers weave together tapestry of

numeric/astro/market meaning from 1000’s of hidden threads, in the hope of leading

to a grand revelation of Gann’s greatest secrets! It is the ultimate scavenger hunt,

digging for tiny clues within massive realms of knowledge, numerous traditions,

multiple languages, and a plethora of scientific and metaphysical systems.

It is the kind of work that would drive 95% of people stark - raving mad after a few

weeks of wo rk. As such, this hidden secret of Gann’s has remained hidden to all but

a very few honest, hard - working seekers with the perseverance to keep at the task

without quitting, and the perspicuity to see thru the veil to what was carefully

hidden.

Our author, Robert Rundle, is one of those few, rare and unusual people who

possesses both these requirements, the perseverance to keep at this job for 20

years, and perspicuity to find answers and break codes where others see only a silly

story and a bunch of random Bible quotes.

This knowledge is truly “for those with eyes to see…” as they say… and you now have

the opportunity to have the veil lifted for yourself, so that you too can see…

William Bradstreet Stewart 1 June 2018 , Santa Barbara, CA
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FOREWORD

I am relieved that I can now relinquish a secret from my Akashic Records that has

burdened me for some time. It has been known by academics that The Holy Bible’s

Torah or Pentateuch contains a valuable secret that has been sought after for over

2400 years. Many spend a lifetime searching, but very few will find anything. Here

is my interpretation of unlocking these secrets , derived from many years of working

under the auspices of Wil liam D. Gann, and his works The Tunnel Thru the Air and

Magic Word .

You don’t need to take the stairs ; here is an elevator to understanding one well -

hidden level of Gann’s writings. As in Proverbs 25:2 , “It is the Glory of God to

conceal a thing: but it is the honour of Kings to search out a matter . ” The

cornerstone of Science rests upon the relationship between numbers, the letters of

the Hebrew and English alphabets, and their vibration thru the Zodiac and Annual

Calendar.

A Word of Warning

Understanding this sacred knowledge will damage your ignorance and may cause

discomfort to closely - held presuppositions. Relinquish the Ego and see thru the eyes

of a child. To openly reveal this to just anyone will devalue your level of knowledge.

Keep it tigh t and hid e it from the fools. Please be responsible in the sharing and

dissemination of this information with respect to the copyright there of , and the

conditions of the Confidentiality Agreement we have entered into together.

I have sat on the secrets Gann has s hown me for many years , fearful of sharing such

valuable information for many reasons, and I believe that Gann would never have

trusted me with this knowledge if he didn’t want me to pass on his legacy when the

time was right. You only have to read The Tun nel Thru The Air and The Magic

Word to see that Gann really wanted to keep this knowledge alive but respected. He

knows I cannot keep a secret, and my custodial sentence is over.
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‘Gann’s Key Secret’ to unlocking his veiled references, is a Holy Bible/Freem ason ic

style cypher he uses on Key Words {Magic Words} thru out his writings. Just as ‘The

Word Became Flesh’ in John I , “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word

was with God, and the Word was God. 2 He was with God in the beginning . ” Even

as early as the OROLO advertisements, his 1909 Ticker Interview , and possibly in a

1908 work, masquerading under the pen name Luo Clements.

A major concern of mine was that I did not want to discredit The Holy Bible and its

Christian r eligious beliefs with a never publicly seen before layer which will create

more questions than answers, fueling the usual debates, and not wanting to end up in

the next Salman Rushdie Satanic Verses style of controversy and get a Fatwa issued

against me .

I sincerely believe this following information only supports and reinforces the

knowledge and wisdom of The Holy Bible’s many authors thru the 7 layers of Myth,

only achievable via GOD’s ever watchful divine guidance { Helena Blavatsky said m yths

have 7 hid den esoteric layers within the alegory of the face value story }. It really is

Magic, and like Gann says , “ You would not believe it anyway . ”

I anticipate this work is going to piss off the few people who guise their area of

expertise within the qualities of this phenomenon, using it as a tool to openly display

their level of knowledge to their peers. Not just the very few t raders who know it,

but a limited number of knowledgeable Freemasons {and other such members of

Secret Societ ies }, Religious Leaders, World Leaders, Alchemists, Authors, Artists,

Song Writers, Movie/Film Writers and Producers.

Only a few know, but they really stand out, well above the ones who are just ‘Talking

the Talk’ and coincidentally happening to hit on a ser ies of Key “ structured ” Words

and phrases. The others are just carriers of the story at its face value. This is only

but one layer of their Art, which is rarely only just to ‘Hide in Plain Sight’ this

phenomenon.

Imagine how hard some have suffered to be taught this knowledge. As you will see,

my tribute to W. D. Gann herein is payback for anyone who has publicly ridiculed his

good name, by vindicating him forever. My sincere regret is this information may fall

into the hands some of the Gann parasites.
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Pl ease do not analyze my words and page numbers as if it were a Gann Novel . I am

just going to say it as best I see it , n othing veiled . B ut I will leave some comments

unfinished, so you at least have to do some of the work yourself .

I’ll try to keep it simp le, but some prior understanding of all things e soteric, Biblical,

Gann’s writings , especially The Tunnel Thru T he Air and The Magic Word , c ycle s ,

t rading and a strological knowledge is always an advantage. Any omissions are

purposeful and are to be covered in later volumes.

Any fool who disagrees with my theory simply has not done the work to prove this

phenomen on for themselves. It is that simple. Do the work for yoursel f and you will

agree the evidence is overwhelming.

If you do not agree that the following methods can be attributed to William Gann,

p lease donate everything you read here to me Robert Rundle , a s I am more than

happy to take credit for any or all of these methods , i.e. “call it Robert Rundle’s

Jesus 3 days, Jesus Seven Days, Jesus Ascends, SEVEN Days, 4 Seasons, and Robert

Rundle’s Tunnel Thru The Air . ”

P lease excuse any typing or calculation err ors as this is a huge volume of work

collated from my notes over many years, and mistakes are bound to happen. I am not

an expert on the Hebrew alphabet and language.

Everyone ha s read comments like “Gann said This” and “Gann said That” , o ften with

some ra ndom non - correlating Holy Bible or Gann quote attributed to it. Having you

question b ut, Where, Why, How? No…. that’s got to be BS? Well now you can forget

all the unsubstantiated crap quoted by Gann g urus and analyze his Words for

yourself.

To quote Gann from his Foreword to The Tunnel Thru The Air , you …

“ … will understand why Jesus rose on the third day and rested on the seventh

day. Robert Gordon’s seven days will no longer be a mystery because you will have

gained understanding. I believe this book wil l prove interesting and valuable to

men and women in all walks of life. If it does, you will be thankful to the power

that guided my hand in showing you the way to eternal Truth. My object will have

been accomplished and I will have my reward. ”
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Additionall y, there are 3 main levels to The Tunnel Thru The Air that provide cycle

inputs :

1. ‘Face Value Facts’, Gann does give some simple cycle ‘Gifts’ thru out TTTTA

which will become apparent just via careful study and recording the events as

presented at their fa ce value.

2. ‘Esoteric Events’

3. ‘Magic Words Thru the Zodiac’

Often all 3 areas of information inputs are interlinked supporting each other, giving

confluence and conformation that you are on the right track. Esoteric Events will be

covered in a series of foll ow - up collaborations with a collea g ue , later. There is enough

material to fill hundreds of such books.

For Gann to structure The Tunnel Thru The Air {TTTTA} with so many fine cycle

events over so many different levels, thru different themes, proves that he must

have known the underlying cause by which the cycles {or Law of Vibration} are

structured. Some would call this his “Master Time Factor”, but I am not convinced

that this is the terminology he would have applied here. I will add my interpretations

of the MTF formula in a later chapter.

There are some overlapping repetitions of Bibl ical , Freemason ic , and Alchem ical

dates and event pairing that Gann may have reverse engineered and rebadged with

his own story line, but most are predominantly his own work s of genius. Gann’s great

works continue to be an ongoing source of information, ideas and encouragement thru

the development of this book. Gann was truly amazing man that I trust the reader

will come to understand more upon reading this book. And do not f orget to say a

Thank You to him in appreciation for what he is about to give you.

I would also like to thank the late Rupert Sheargold for believing in me and my study

path at a time in my life when his encouragement was important.

If you can’t read the bo ok you want, then write it for yourself…

Robert Rundle :)

24 th July 2014
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For e very reader, this is a “ MUST TEST for yourself ” example. Anchor at Hidden

Plane 11Dec 18sag49 <to> any of our key AIR ANCHORS {the High, the Low, and their

middle point} + 3days/H.

Then study the properties of the cycle turns in relationship to: Price reaction

intercepting the top or bottom Tunnel bo undaries, its gravitation back to the Mid -
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